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I. Answer the following questions.
1. Why did Andare want the people of the town to gather near the hill?
2.

What payment did Andare want for moving the hill?

(4 x½ = 2)

II. Fill in the blanks with suitable homophones.
1. The man ___________ the wolf howl and run towards his ___________ of cows.
2. Mina is ___________ of the girls who ___________ the dance competition.

III. Write the antonyms for the given words.

(4 x½ = 2)

1.

thin

x

3. intelligent

x

2.

partial

x

4. greedy

x

IV.
1.

Write the synonyms for the given words.
complete

(2 x½ = 1)

2. stout

V. Match the word with its meaning.

(4 x½ = 2)

1. mysteriously

a

till he was satisfied

2. sense of humour

b

which can’t be moved

3. immovable

c

ability to make others laugh

4. to his heart’s content

d

without giving details

1.________ 2._________ 3 ._________ 4.___________

VI. Frame a sentence
1.

invited -

(1 x 1 = 1)

VII. Read the passage carefully and answer the given questions.

(Total Marks – 4)

Bobby was moving very slowly as it was dark inside the cave. It was a good thing he had
his torch with him. He lit the torch to show himself the way. His dog, Tommy was walking
beside him and was frightened. There was a long, narrow passage in front of them. Bobby
saw something gleaming brightly in the light of his torch. He began to walk quicker than
before as he wanted to reach the end of the passage and see what it was. He stared ahead
and couldn’t believe his eyes. There lay in front of him a huge treasure chest full of gold
cups, coins and other precious gems.
1.

Who was Tommy?

(1)

2.

Where did Bobby find the treasure ?

(1)

3.

Find out a word from the passage which is the opposite of the word ‘broad’.

(½)

4.

Give a word from the passage which means ‘to look at something with the eyes wide open’.(½)

5.

Fill in the blanks.

a.

Bobby saw a long ___________________ in front of him.

b.

He saw a huge treasure ___________________ in front of him.

VIII. Rewrite the sentences with the correct form of the verbs given in the brackets.

(2 x ½ = 1)

(6 x ½ =3)

1.

Hansel ______________ ( visit) the dentist on Friday.

2.

Tony _____________ (do) his work and sometimes ______________ (go) out to play.

3.

The princess _____________ (is) sad so she _____________ (run) to her mother yesterday.

4.

My brothers ______________ a cup of milk every morning. (drink)

IX.

Change the adjectives in the brackets into adverbs and fill in the blanks.

1.

The poor girl works _____________ every day. (hard)

2.

The elves _____________ entered the old man’s house. (quiet)

3.

The witch _____________ chanted the magic spell. (careful)

4.

Tina answered her test _____________. (correct)

5.

Clara ran _____________ to get help. (quick)

6.

Flora ran _____________ to win the race. (fast)

(6 x ½ =3)

